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The Sony PC200Ax Series continues in the strong tradition established by its predecessors, with yet
more features and benefits added. The Series has been specially developed for use both in the field
and as laboratory instruments. Compact and lightweight, the PC200Ax Series delivers the very
highest level of performance available today: bandwidth scaleable according to the requirements
from DC to 20kHz in each of four channels up to 2.5kHz in 64 channels using the double speed
mode: longer recording time of up to 6 hours; and capability of interfacing to a wide range of
computer platforms for sophisticated data analyses; and more. The product range includes a
comprehensive selection of accessories to meet the needs of an ever expanding variety of scientific
and industrial applications.



With its compact the PC200Ax the way the field data

APC204Ax

PC204Ax/208Ax (rear)

'

PC204AX (4 channels x 20 kHz)

PC208Ax (8 channels x 10kHz)
.Normal/double speed record/playback
.Up to 6 hours of continuous recording

.Compact and lightweight

.Band/channel mode switching

.Various digital inputs/outputs

.Separate AD/DA conversion for each channel

.Wide dynamic range of more than 80 dB

.Interchannel phase difference of less than 10

.TOC display

.Multi-power supply

.Complies with UL, FCC and CE Marking.

.Other numerous functions provided as standard



Sony introduced the world's first "Double Speed" OAT instrumentation
recorder. The original PC200 Series established new standards of
portability and performance making OAT the system of choice for a
wide range of applications. The product range has continued to grow
from strength to strength with new models and features being added to
meet the ever expanding needs of modern science and industry.
Longer recording time, channel expansion, "TOC" display, and digital
interfaces have all been added.

Sony continues the integration of state-of-the-art components and
technologies in a never ending effort to meet the needs of users. The
PC200Ax Series represents the ultimate OAT instrumentation recorder

available today.

recording is done.

PC216Ax (side) PC216Ax (rear)

channels x 5 kHz)

.Up to 32 channels using expansion unit PCCX32Ax

.Up to 64 channels by synchronized record/playback

.Compact and lightweight

.Normal/double speed record/playback
.Up to 6 hours of continuous recording

.Band/channel mode switching
.Various digital inputs/outputs
.Separate AD/DA conversion for each channel
.Wide dynamic range of more than 80 dB
.TOC display

.Multi-power supply

.Complies with UL, FCC and CE Marking.

.Other numerous functions provided as standard
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Being capable of two speed modes. Thetime
taken for data analysis can be halved by
reproducing recordings made at the normal
speed in the double speed mode. Alterna-
tively, recordings made in the double speed
mode can be played back at the normal
speed for precision monitoring. Up to 6-hour
recording/playback is possible (with a 120-
m DDS tape at the normal speed).

By doubling both the longitudinal tape
speed and the rotational speed of the head
drum, double bandwidth record/playback
has been achieved:
DC to 20kHz for all 4 channels (PC204Ax/

208Ax/216Ax)
DC to 10kHz for all 8 channels (PC208Ax/

216Ax)
DC to 5kHz for all 16 channels (PC216Ax)

The multiband/channel modes offer a wider
variety of combinations of the frequency and
a number of channels. Added with the swit-
chable record/playback speed (normal and
double) mode, a yet more flexible data
gathering is possible.
.2/4-channel mode for PC204Ax
.2/4/8-channel mode for PC208Ax
.2/4/8/16-channel mode for PC216Ax
.2/4/8/16/32-channel mode for PC216Ax

with channel expansion unit PCCX32Ax

The use of 16-bit linear quantization (using
the least significant bit for the LSB digital
channel) achieved a broad dynamic range of
80dB or more (within the bandwidth), which
is only possible with PCM, making the set-
ting of the input range an easy task. In
addition, an interchannel phase difference
of less than 1"(PC204Ax/208Ax) or less than
2"(PC216Ax) has been attained by compen-
sating the phase variations occurring in the
analog filters with digital filters.

The use of Sony's unique compact
mechanics and LSI technology has enabled
the manufacture of compact, lightweight
PC200Ax Series {297mm(W) x 220(0) x
70mm/100mm(H) and approx. 3.5kg/4.5kg}
that can be carried in an attachecase or
traveling bag to the field.

The PC200Ax Series operates on AC, DC or
with an internal rechargeable battery for easy
indoor/outdoor measuring. The two-way
power supply (AC/DC or DC/battery) backs
up the data in case of power failure in either
case.

Complying with world's major safety/EMC
regulations (UL and EN61010-1; FCC and
EN55011-A [EMI]; EN50082-1 [EMS]), the
PC200Ax Series can be relied on for safety
and reliability,

At power-on or in self-check, the offset and
gain of the analog circuits are automatically
calibrated. This enables high-accuracy re-
cording and playback without the need of
compensations for the offsets or variations in
gain that changes with the ambient tempera-
ture or with the passage of time.

The recording made in the same channel mode can be
interchangeably played back among the PC Series.
Two-channel recording made on an audio OAT recorder
can be played back by a PC Series recorder (except
subcode).



A test signal selectable from among :t

100% digital sine wave signal, +100%
DC, -100% DC and OV can be generated
from the analog/digital output connector
or recoded as high accuracy reference
signal on the tape.
.:t100% level is equivalent of :tnVp with the full input range

set to :tnV range. where n=0.5/1.0/2.0/5.0/1 0.0/20.0

Comprehensive data signal monitoring is
achieved by means of a back lit bar graph
display, affording a wide viewing angle and
the choice of either % or dB calibration. In
addition, an LED indicator alerts the operator
to the over-range input.
.The PC216Ax shows the % graph in both plus and minus
directions, w~h the a v at the center, a convenient feature
for stress and distortion measuring.

The table of contents (TOG) of a whole tape
displayed on a host computer screen enables
more efficient check and search of the re-
corded data. The TOG data includes 10
number, tape address, input range and up to
20 characters for your memo's, for each block
of recorded data.
TOG data is automatically compiled from
actual recordings and written into the leading
2-minute area of a tape specially reserved for
TOG data. TOG data can also be edited and
re-recorded as required under control of the

computer.
An all new tape transport mechanism for use
with the new thinner media has been devel-
oped. The new tape transport is fully com-
patible with the very latest 120-m DDS cas-
settes to enable longer recording time of up
to 6 hours at normal speed (3 hours in
Double Speed mode). The latest DDS Media
also offers superior performance and excel-
lent long term storage capability.

.TOG display on the computer

The read-after-write function using 4 heads
checks data in real time during recording for
write errors and displays the data status to
quickly alert the operator to damaged tape,
clogged tleads and other conditions to be
corrected.

Following targets are searched for at 200
times the normal speed to enable quick data
location: tape position stored in memory by
MARK-1/-2 key, 3-digit 10 number recorded
on tape, start 10 automatically written at the
start of recording, and the end of the imme-
diately preceding data.

* Free TOG sample program is available
upon request.

PC216Ax CAPABiliTIES



APPLICATIONS

In addition to the 2/4/8/16/32 analog input/

output channels, a digital input/output (TTL)
channel is available using the LSB of one of
the analog channels. The LSB channel
enables the recording of rotation pulses,

stimula~ion pulses, timing signals, etc. while
still maintaining all the analog channels
available for use.

16-bit parallel digital data (TTL) can be
output at the same time as analog output at
a transfer rate of 96 k words/s(normal speed)
or 192 k words/s(double speed). The PC200
Ax Series can be connected to the digital
I/O port of a computer via the optional
PCIF-1 or PCIF-5, The PCIF500 may be used
for bi-directional data transfer via SCSI bus.

With the PC200Ax switched to the digital
mode, the serial data input/output (RS-
422A/TTL switchable) becomes available.
The transfer rate in synchronous operation
is 1.536 Mbps(normal speed). This enables
monitoring and backup of talemetry or other
signals on high-speed communications line.
The signal splitter PCCB21A (option) can be
used to switch between analog and digital
and for convenient signal connections.

BNC cable
PCBK (option)

Signal splitter
PCCB21A (option)

I -Digital cable
, PCDK22 (option)

Using the optional PCRM21Ax remote control
unit (for PC204Ax/208Ax) and PCRM22Ax

(for PC216Ax), record/playback, tape speed,
and settings of input ranges and 10 numbers
can be remote-controlled. In addition, these
contollers are capable of bar meter display
for each channel and indication of tape
position data. The interface for the remote
control is RS-232C compatible and can be
used for the control by a host computer. An
EXT CONTROL terminal for relay contact is
also provided.

LSB
Digital 1/0Analog input

RS-232CPC216Ax PC204Ax/208Ax

16-bit parallel
digital outputinput

(PC216Ax
only)

Digital cable
PCDK22 (option)

Digital cable
PCDK22 (option)

Digital cable
PCDK22 (option)

SCSI interface unit
PCIF500 (option)

8EXT Control

External control for tape

transport by relay contactDigital interface unit
PCIF-5 (option)

1- Digital cable
" (option)

SCSI cable
(option)

.Remote Control

Digital interface adapter
PCIF-1 (option)

.Digital cable
". (option)

F~~
f6.='\\ Remot:::ntrol unit

~
SCSI EPP

Optional remote control units PCRM-
21Ax (for PC204Ax/208Ax) and
PCRM22Ax (for PC216Ax) can be
used to control the tape transport.

8RS-232C Control
Various controls including tape trans-
port and parameter settings are pos-
sible on the host computer

'Included in PCIF260 system Control cable

(option)

The PC200Ax Series lends itself to a wide variety of applications.



OPTIONS

~te control unit
I PCRM21Ax

~-

.Control & Data Acquisition System ~ Version 2

L{§can .IT
For Windows" 95 / Windows NT"

.Designed for Windows95 and WindowsNT, 32-bit code program.
--_c_-- , ..

.Channel expansion unit
PCCX32Ax

and playback modes.

.Up to 32 channels (recording/playback)
1.25 kHz per channel at the normal speed/
2.5 kHz per channel at the double speed

.Bar meter for each channel

.Stackable with PC216Ax using sup-
plied combining frames

.Power supply: DC 12 to 28V (Rated)
Approx. 2.4A @12V
AC 100 to 240V, 50/60 Hz (Rated)
with a supplied AC power pack
Approx. 0.5A @120V/60 Hz

.Dimensions: 297 (W) x 70 (H) x 212 (0)

mm(11.7" x2.8"x8.4")excluding projec-
tions such as combining frames
309 (W) x 172 (H) x316(0) mm (12.2" x
6.8" x 12.5') when stacked with PC216Ax

(excluding projections)
.Weight: Approx. 3.0 kg (6.7 Ibs) (net)

etc.)

.,ystem Package I/F port Computer type Connection type

/ -EPP port
PCIF260 EPP IBM-P~b~T or .ISA/bus board (included in PCIF260)

campa I e .PCMCIA card (option)

PCUK200 ~/lSAbus versionupk~!or PCIF250NI/EP-AT users

.Display: Bar graph (up to 8ch)
Tape position data
Alarm display

.Control: REC,STOP,FWD,FF,REW,
PAUSE, search, ID incre-
ment, counter reset

.Interface: RS-232C
.Cable length: 3 m (9' 10")
.Dimensions: 210 (W) x 25 (H) x70 (D)

mm[8.3"x1.0"x 2.8"]
excluding projections

.Weight: Approx. 0.5 kg (1.1 Ibs)
'"

.Carrying case (aluminulttr
PCTC21

Remote control unit
PCRM22Ax

Examples of data recorder control display,
waveform display and data analysis display

Accommodates

.Digital interface adapter
PCIF-1

II Digital interface adapter
PCIF-5 -" .Display: Bar meter (CH1 to CH16!

CH17toCH32switchable)
counter reset

.Interface: RC-232C

.Cable length: 3 m (9' 10")

.Dimensions: 210 (W) x 25 (H) x 70 (D)
mm [8.3" x1.0" x 2.8"] ex-

cluding projections
.Weight: Approx. 0.5 kg (1.1 Ibs)

.Sync cable .Digital dubbing
PCCK21 cable
.Length PCDK26

1 m (3' 3") .Length
1m (33")

~eO" ..,,/eO~ .'"

.Can be connected with a non AT bus
paraller interface board

.Built-in 512 Kbyte RFO buffer enables
high speed continuous data
transfer to computer's hard disk

.Monitoring of data status such as
monitoring of the data error -

.Can be connected to a computer with an
EPP printer port.

.Built-in 512 Kbyte FIFO buffer enables
high speed continuous data transfer to
computer.s hard disk

~~

8Rack mount adapter
PCRT21

.SCSI interface unit
PCIF500

.Signal splitter
PCCB21A

"~

')~,:

I P
.Enables input and output of seriai digital

data
.Switches between RS-422, unbalanced,

and TTL

~

.For data transfer to a host computer

.For writing of computer data to PC216Ax



.Dimensions

.Same dimensions and weight as PC204Ax/208Ax .Wide-band analog recording at DC
to 100 kHz (1 channel mode) .Bit serial data of up to 3072 Mbps (1 channel mode)
.Simultaneous 4-channel record/replay at analog and digital signal .Channel provided for
IRIG-B time code .Selectable 1/2/4 channel mode .

Design and specifications are subject to change without prior notice.
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